THE 2022 CANBERRA MODEL RAILWAY EXPO
Well the 2022 exhibition is over, if not quite done with. From an attendance and gate takings
perspectives it was apparently one of the best we have had. Details will be made available
to members once the Treasurer has done his thing and other administration has been
completed.
Patrons came in a steady stream throughout the weekend. Even during the last hour on
Sunday there were considerable numbers present.

Crowds in different parts of the venue.
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Everyone worked hard to make the Expo a success. Some of the behind-the scenes
activity.

Mal and Andrew compiling the exhibitors and traders packs – briefing paper, COVID
instructions, name tags, map, lunch vouchers, etc

Bob, Sam and John filling disinfectant squirt bottles
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There is a huge amount of work to do, but if everyone pitches in and contributes it is
surprising how quickly and efficiently things get done.

The setting out party and supervisors

Paul, John and Volker at the entrance, taking the money and dishing out the show
brochure and a complimentary magazine.
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The serving line in the kitchen – starring David, Ken, Pat and Peter.

Chief kitchen hand Pat with Ellie and our chef Peter – very well done all of you,
especially Peter – great meals, enjoyed and appreciated by everyone.
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Herb and Erin standing by
with disinfectant, ready to
clean the controls on
Charlestown.

They disinfected the
controls after each child
to reduce the COVID risk.

Phil running the Zig Zag layout.
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The traders came from as faraway as Perth – as far as could be seen, left with big smiles
and our cash.
Some of the regulars who came this year :-

Kerroby Hobbies

Casula Hobbies

Pallas Hobbies
(and Ron!)
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THE LAYOUTS
Layouts came in all shapes and sizes. We were really lucky to secure the attendance of
some world class layouts:-

From the smallest

And the
novelties
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to huge/humongous layouts that take a very large trailer to move.

Coffs Harbour – a large four sided layout able run very long trains. The operator
standing on the left is at the other end of the layout. Winner of the Best Layout
Award.

The Bethungra Spiral – an excellent representation of the real thing.
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And the exquisite. A deserving winner of the Best Scenery and The Most Popular
Awards.
Traders and exhibitors came from all over the country; as far West as Perth and North to
Coffs Harbour to Melbourne in the South.

There were a number of clinics featuring “How to” sessions and demonstrations.
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It is impossible to publish photos of all who contributed, but here are a few familiar faces:

Chris wearing one of his many hats on the day
(well, jacket, actually).

The Boss keeping an eye
on things.

King George supervising the
running of McEvoy Junction.

PeterZ in the kitchen.
Incantations, perhaps??
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The Awards come in three categories:
•
•
•

Best in Show. Sponsored by IDR models.
Best Scenery. Sponsored by Casula Hobbies
Most Popular (People’s Choice). Sponsored by DCC Central

The first two categories were carefully judged on a number of criteria by experienced judges.
Given the quality of the layouts on display, winning an award came down to fine detail.
Thanks to the judges for their time and effort.
The Most Popular vote is decided by returns submitted by patrons.
The best layout award was sponsored by IDR Models.

Bob presenting the “Best in Show” award to the President of the Coffs Harbour MRC.
Congratulations to John and the Crew.
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Ross Balderson receiving the Most Popular Layout Award From Bob and Robin
Sawtell from DCC Central who sponsored the award. Ross also won the Best Scenery
Layout as well. That award is sponsored by Casula Hobbies.
And finally the breakdown and move out –

The scene a few minutes after the close of the show. Amazing how quickly most
layouts are deconstructed and loaded ready for the home ward run.
As the President said today, “Let me express my thanks to everyone for their efforts at
Expo. To those who were there the whole time and those who were there part-time you all
have my admiration for what you achieved and the way you kept the show rolling.
Once again, thank you to everyone and let’s start preparing for next year!”
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